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"Authority. C 
respect authority."

"In order to b_ _________
be respectable."

"You can't possibly question authority," said 
the agent, ignoring cations of her last re
mark. \ ~ . . jmem-
ber the war agamsi lascisi ayyicoaibH uaCK in the 
forties, when America defended herself against Hit
ler, you weren't even born. Young lady, I risked my 
life in order that you could have freedom and ed
ucation and all the good things of our society; the 
authorities of this nation saved it as a free and decent 
place for you to live in, but you don't remember that, 
do you? I risked my life..."

"You risked your life, but what else have you 
ever risked? Have you ever risked disapproval?
Have you ever risked economic security? Have you 
ever risked a belief? I see nothing particularly cou
rageous in risking one's life. So you lose it, you go to 
your hero's heaven and everything is milk and honey 
'til the end of time. Right? You get your reward and 
suffer no earthly consequences. That's not courage. 
Real courage is risking something you have to keep 
on living with, real courage is risking something that 
might force you to rethink your thoughts and suffer 
change and stretch consciousness. Real courage is 
risking one's cliches."

Tom Robbins, Another Roadside Attraction
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Note-
Since it's one of those formal things everybody does at 

least once a lifetime, I probably should dedicate this year’s issue 
to somebody. With all due enthusiasm, I was going to dedicate it 
to Dr. Bertagnolli, but I know she'd be just too modest to accept 
the offer. So instead I think I'll dedicate it to The Dead Milkmen, 
who wont have any problem with it whatsoever, seeing as they 
don't even know that Carroll College exists, let alone Colours, 
and besides which their last album wasn't very good, so they 
could use a break.

Just kidding. Thanks, Ann.
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Growing Up"

As the sun began to sink low on that early 
spring day, the boy asked the man the question that 
the man had been waiting to hear for 15 years.

"Dad, is there something different about me? I 
feel really different from other people. I don't feel 
comfortable around them. Strangely enough, I feel 
more comfortable around plants than people."

The man sighed and looked the boy in the 
eye. "Yes, there's something I've been meaning to 
tell you, I've just been waiting for the right time. I'm 
not your father, your mother is not your mother; in 
fact, we have no idea who your parents are."

"Are you trying to say I'm adopted?"
"Not exactly. What I'm trying to say is, well... 

you, well you see it's like... well, you sprouted from 
an acorn."

The two had been working in the garden, 
planting some seeds. The boy was quite the green 
thumb, and only the man and his wife knew why until 
now.

"I sprouted from an acorn?" asked the boy, 
puzzled. "How can that be?"

"I have no idea," replied the father, leaning 
against the shovel he had been using to dig holes for 
potatoes.

"Where did you get the acorn?" asked the boy.
"From one of the trees right here in our back

yard."
"Which one?"
"It used to be over there by the fence until the 

power company made us cut it down. It was growing 
into the power lines."

“Oh."
"Yes, on a whim your mother just happened to 

pick up and plant an acorn one day. It sprouted and 
grew into a human form. After about three months you



“And It All Started With a Mouse.”

The office was Arctic-cold, desert-dusty, and tundra 
dry. The desk-side trash basket seethed with tossed scrib- 
blings spinning angry bubblespurts like Yellowstone hot 
springs. Phones, their cords strung thick as Amazon 
vines, had let their daytime ringshrieks fade into gulping 
Galapagos gasps.

The Mouse entered the room in softclomp yellow 
shoes on two big too round feet, pushing a cart of rags 
and things before him.

He moved slowly. He didn’t blink, not even at the 
sudden brightness that bloomed when he flicked on the 
nearby switch. Fluorescent flour-scent filled the room, 
white dusty light sifting softly from long lights overhead— 
the dry scent of a square moon. The Mouse didn’t know 
why the lights smelled like that, like the good-tempered 
Tempra paints they used to patch his pants, his round but
tons, and the globe-big curves of his ears; and by now, he 
was simply used to it.

He dusted and swept with star-old movements; the 
slightest scuff against sharp surfaces could swath scratch
es of nopaint across his nose or knees. Once a quick turn 
made his whole tail rub off. It was often days before they 
replaced his rubbed-off parts, so he learned to handle 
himself with care.

Of course, better paints would solve the problem 
altogether. He’d certainly earned it—though more expen
sive, acrylics, scuffproof and fireproof, would last him 
years. The one time they ran out of Tenpras, oil paints 
were the substitute. Oil paint! Oil pain—they may as well 
use real oil! Gripless slips lost him several tails that week, 
not to mention three ears and once his whole right leg.

Still, he had to admit, you just can’t bite the hand 
that paints you. They kept him animated, to star in the 
shows, pose for the cameras, and stoop for the still-lifes. 
But he also janitored the entire building—he was the only 
one they trusted with such a task. And trust, unbacked by 
paycheck, was worth everything.

Once upon a time a man drew a Mouse. The he 
drew it again. And again, and again, he kept drawing and



drawing and drawing. Until, one day, it moved. The whole 
haystack of swaddling sketches. Move.

He was alive?
But once they gave him life, he was expected to 

earn his keep. As if they thought that the moment he 
stopped, he’d never move again. Stardom was day
moving, janitoring was the night shift flip-book.

Those early days weren’t easy. The mouse, a 
glassslipper handful of lines, skittered from room to room, 
barely strong enough to answer phones. And when they 
began painting for permanence, it wasn’t any easier.
Even before full-color, he was dusting, mopping, taking 
out trash and watering plants.

But most importantly, to dust was a must, from the 
smallest shelf to the biggest desk under the snowy white 
lights of the Big Guy’s office. Today was a little different— 
the boss had had a large color t.v. and a fancy VCR in
stalled. For some reason someone had left the player on, 
running a tape on “pause.” But it wasn’t a conven-tional 
five-minute stop, but a kind of “SUPERPAUSE” that 
seemed to hold on forever.

SUPERPAUSE or none, this VCR was otherwise 
only about as reliable as any other kind, scarring the mid
scene freeze with dozens of ice-narrow pausetracks. The 
picture wobbled as it paused; the tape must be hot, the 
Mouse thought, else the VCR’s toes wouldn’t tremble, 
holding it in place.

The shakescreen effect fascinated him; the scene 
itself horrified him. The stilled picture showed a scene 
from a “True Life Adventure” about the Arctic, a Lemming 
Epic Suicide Sitcom. Whoever tracked SUPERPAUSE into 
the room had done so at the moment six airborne lem
mings were becoming stars. The shaking pause-grasp 
kept the furry feet of the flying lemmings forever waving— 
waving goodbye and waving away cares, shrugging their 
shoulders and shak-ing their fists, pointing fingers and 
trembling toes at the world of faithful viewers and the cold 
smack of the ocean a hundred feet below. SUPERPAUSE 
and super paws, time-trapped lemmings’ fuzzy faces 
forever wrenched toward a cold hard farewell below.

The Mouse couldn’t find the switch to turn off the 
pause and the paws. Shuddering, he turned away and



went about his business, sweeping, dusting, tossing out 
trash. Once upon a time, long ago, he thought of saving 
the scribbles and amassing a resurrection of lost pencil 
souls to take over this magic kingdom. But the only draw
ings he ever found intact were of dragonscales, spindles, 
playing cards, and poisoned apples. All might have been 
usable weapons, but there was no one to wield them; 
those life-things drawn here that weren’t slapped into 
reel-gallows or shackling screens were burned.

But every night, there was one thing he couldn’t 
avoid doing. Though he tried and tried, he couldn’t keep 
from glancing up at least once a night to meet the glass
eyed glares of a thousand furry little heads mounted on 
the studio office wall.

Suicide trophies. Did they jump or did they throw 
you? wondered the Mouse. As every night, he climbed 
atop the large leather chair’s slick back for a closer look, 
scrutinizing those eyes for answers. They were, after all, 
distant cousins; perhaps by searching he might find kin
ship and reason.

Did they throw you or did you jump? Either way, 
you’re forced, but you don’t want to die. You just want to 
get to the other side of the lake—even if it is the Pacific— 
to escape the stress or the cameramen or the too many of 
you. But you can’t swim that far. “...And the sea is dotted 
with a thousand, tiny, bobbing bodies.”

The Mouse stroked the face nearest his with a 
white-gloved hand. White gloves—they protected his 
hand-paint as he worked. Hand-paint. He had opposing 
thumbs; hands, not paws. Hands made more sense. They 
were more practical. They made him more human.

The glass eyes did not flinch under his half-human 
mouse mitts. They stared straight ahead at the wall facing 
his back.

What’s the opposite of a horizon? “TOP” is to “BOT
TOM” as “RIGHT” is to “LEFT’; “BACK” is to “FRONT’ as 
“HORIZON” is too... what? Every four years the lemmings 
become obsessed with this question. They want to know 
the answer—they must know it. They unite in couples and 
trios, families and tribes, the entire Lemming Continent 
rising to the Call of the Curious. No journey or distance is 
too far or too great. After all, if they keep moving towards



the horizon, someday they might overcome it, pass it by, 
find its opposite on the other side—

“...WALL”
—a flat, hard wall of water, the ocean racing to 

break their fall with a stiff blue surface-slap.
The Mouse trembled before the furry faces that 

rippled in lifeless waves and stared at the opposite of a 
horizon and its screen-eye frozen lidless in SUPERPAUSE, 
staring at the frantic feet of trembling falling warning—

Suddenly the Mouse noticed it. A flicker, as two 
thousand eyes blinked. Did you jump or were you 
thrown? Must know, must know—he leapt off the chair, 
upset the trashcan of scribbles, lost elbows, nosetip, and 
tailend in passing, scampered to the t.v., pressed his 
paws against the screen. His lidless disk-eyes searched 
the wriggling warning; he glanced quickly back to the 
opposite wall. Quick, quick. Urgent.

Another beadblink. Now we know.
The Mouse turned back to the screen.
SUPERPAUSE had let go.
“No....” he whispered softly.
The screen was snow.

Andrea Waitt



"Mountain Poetry"

Remember when
we were on Smithman's Ridge 
and our ice axes 
started buzzing?
Your hair rose up 
like some kind of lion's mane, 
and mine did its best 
to compete.
It was kind of funny, 
in a manic sort of way 
as we thought to ourselves, 
"Well, this might be it!" 
but it was later that day 
when you said,
"It's times like this 
when your body cries out 
'no more' 
when your spirit 
has to say,
'Oh yeah....? 
watch this!"'

Trinity Erickson

"The Stage is Dark"

I hear cars moving at the edge of town.
It has rained recently; a mist hangs over all.
Below me, through the mist, I can see the ocean, the sea 
The waves crash and I can hear the sound of a boat whistle 
The sounds in the silence comfort me.
They ease the pain and uncertainty that goes along with living 
I feel I can move on in this place.



In town, I work and play on the boards,
Feelings of pain, love, fear and frustration hang in the air 
This place reminds me of a church sometimes.
So much has been done, so much more will come 
Sometimes, I don't know what to do 
So I give myself to the tossing, pulling and being still 
Somewhere, in all of this, I can find something 
Something to lead me. I am driven to do this.

Anonymous

The water pulses with life 
Grey and blue
and the color of the unknown 
It pound into a crevice of rock 
crashing
churning foam into its depths 
then offering unto the air 
splinters of itself 
A drop
escaped from the mass
alights on my arm
I am drawn nearer
as an intangible force
pulls me toward the beating heart
of the immense body
It numbs my mind
until I am aware only
of the power of the sea
It moves with
the strength of the multitude 
the will of the individual 
the rhythm of love 
the succession of life 
and provides peaceful death.

Erin Rand



"Bob’s Big Day'

Bob’s big day came unexpectedly, maybe even as a 
shock. Of course, most of what really happened has probab
ly been altered by the historians and theologians (and maybe 
even a little by Edna), but this is the way I heard it.

Bob finished work early that Friday and decided to 
come home and mow the lawn. The snow finally looked like 
it wasn’t coming back, and Edna loved a moved lawn (still 
does, so they say), so Bob couldn’t think of a better way to 
spend the afternoon.

Upon arriving at his home, Bob headed straight for 
the kitchen and made himself a sandwich: toasted white with 
tomatoes, lettuce, onion, and a hefty layer of Durkee sauce 
(this is important information), just like Edna always made, 
except that Edna was at her weekly quilting session today, 
and wouldn’t be back for hours. With sandwich in hand, 
Bob headed downstairs, started the lawnmower, and went to 
work mowing his front lawn.

Bob was mowing the comer around the big pine tree, 
the one right next to the porch, when he came upon a pine
cone on the grass. It was big and black and round, and Bob 
hesitated when he saw it. Maybe I shouldn’t mow over this 
pinecone, he thought to himself. Maybe it’s important. But 
as he was pondering all this, the pine cone leapt up out of the 
grass and hit him on the forehead, knocking him out cold, 
(I’m not making this up) and tossing the sandwich from his 
hand.

Bob lay unconscious for what seemed to be hours (2 
hours, to be exact). When he finally began to regain con
sciousness, everything had changed: the sky was red, and it 
was very cold. Bob sat up and started to look around. His 
lawn looked pretty much the same, but everything else in the 
neighborhood looked like a photo negative. Weird, thought 
Bob, feeling a little more lucid, something important must be 
happening. Bob didn’t know the half of it.

Suddenly a sound came from Bob’s porch, a kind of 
creaking moaning sound like in a Dracula movie. And smoke 
rose up from the cracks in the boards. A black flame shot 
up, just for a second, leaving a gaping hole in its place. It 
was pretty scary, all in all.



Bob crept to the edge of the porch, and peeked over 
the edge into the inferno below. Everywhere were naked and 
bloodied men and women, screaming and chanting, “Bob. 
Bob. Bob.” Just like that. Among the faces, Bob thought he 
recognized the janitor from his old high school. Bob hated 
that janitor, because he once made Bob clean the locker room 
at gunpoint. (Bob has always been a martyr, even in high 
school.)

Bob looked up and saw the sky was now turning 
orange, and the weather was warming up a little (so much, 
in fact, that Bob took his jacket off). Above him, the sky 
seemed to be forming a hole, kind of in the shape of an ap
ple. Anyway, all these little people with wings started flying 
out of the hole, and then just hovering there, and they were 
also chanting, “Bob. Bob. Bob.” Just like that.

Needless to say, Bob was confused—this had never 
happened to him before, and he felt like these people expect
ed something of him. Bob sat down to think it out and to 
finish his sandwich, which was still lying on the grass (I 
told you it was important). But the chanting just got louder 
and louder, until Bob decided nothing was getting accom
plished, so he shouted, “Do you people mind? I’m trying to 
eat!”

“Sorry, Bob,” replied the porch and the sky in 
unison, and they brought their chanting down to a whisper.

“That’s better,” answered Bob, and he truly was 
thankful. Once the noise had stopped, though, he had the 
opportunity to put two and two together: flames, smoke, 
people underground, the sky opening, people with wings, 
magic pinecones, and sandwich, which even Bob had now 
accepted to have symbolic meaning.

Suddenly it came to him and he was fully enlightened. 
“Oh my God!” Bob cried. “MY LAWN IS THE FINE LINE 
BETWEEN ABSOLUTE GOODNESS AND ABSOLUTE 
EVIL! MY LAWN IS THE BATTLEGROUND OF THE 
SOUL, AND I HAVEN’T FINISHED MOWING IT YET!”

“You’re pretty smart, Bob,” said a deep voice from 
the porch. Bob turned to see a huge red man with horns and 
a black cape rising from the hole in his porch, holding the 
pinecone like an orb in his left hand.

“AND SATAN HAS ESCAPED FROM HELL!!!” 
added Bob, and then, to himself, “shit.”



“Like anyone can hear you, Bob,” said Satan. “Time 
has been suspended forever, or until you resolve all our 
differences. You see, you’re the referee.”

“Let me get this straight,” replied Bob. “If I don’t 
make a decision, Edna will just go on quilting for ever and 
ever?”

Satan thought about it for a while. “Yeah, something 
like that,” he said.

This piece of news set Bob back—as long as he put 
this off, he wouldn’t get any more of Edna’s sandwiches, 
but he also wouldn’t have to finish the lawn. He decided to 
get more information.

He turned to the sky, which was now swarming with 
chanting winged people, and yelled, “Okay, I think I have 
this devil thing figured out, but who are you guys? I mean 
specifically, are you angels, or what?” Bob felt like he had 
really taken control of the situation.

In unison, all the creatures of the sky replied, “No, 
Bob, weren’t not angels. We’re just good, loving, happy, 
chanting, winged people in the sky. Nothing more... Bob. 
Bob. Bob.” Just like that, I swear.

Bob wasn’t satisfied. Sandwich in hand (this is 
where things get really exciting) he started to approach Sa
tan, who was still hovering above the porch. An important 
piece of the puzzle was still missing: where was God? The 
porch seemed to have a spokesperson, but the good, loving, 
happy, chanting, winged people in the sky seemed all alone. 
(Pretty weird, huh?)

“Hey, Satan... May I call you Satan?” Bob asked.
“It’s my name, Bob. Go ahead,” he replied.
“Well, Satan, I hate to trouble you with big ques

tions,” (after all, he was Satan, for gosh sake) “but where is 
God? Shouldn’t he be involved in all this?” With that, the 
evil pinecone began to shake, and the chanting from the 
porch and the sky stopped, replaced by giggling. Then 
laughter. Pretty soon, Bob’s lawn was shaking from the 
rumble of laughter on both sides. Bob, needless to say, was 
confused again.

After everyone had had a good laugh, Satan raised 
his hands in the air and shouted “BE QUIET! Everyone be 
quiet, please—we’re acting like children. You see, Bob,



God is out for the day, and there’s nothing you can do about 
it. Nothing. So there.”

Bob raised his head and looked to the good, loving, 
happy, chanting, winged people in the sky and said meekly, 
“Is it true?” They all nodded their heads. “Bummer,” said 
Bob, not really enjoying the weight of the responsibility 
which now rested on his shoulders.

The sandwich in Bob’s hand had been his only com
fort through this whole ordeal (this is where it all comes to
gether), and Bob went to take another bite. But as he lifted 
the sandwich to his mouth, he noticed it was surrounded by 
a faint white glow, a kind of “sandwich aura.” Bob put the 
sandwich to his mouth and whispered to it, “God, is that 
you?”

Just then the sandwich leapt from his hand and into 
the middle of the lawn (maybe you all saw this coming, but 
it sure shocked me), and there was a gigantic white explo
sion. When the dust cleared, there stood God, covered in 
Durkee sauce. He licked his fingers. “IT’S NOT EX
ACTLY KOSHER, IS IT BOB?” (God has a very big 
voice.)

Bob was at a loss—this had never happened to him 
before. But he wasn’t alone. On the porch, Satan was prac
tically crying with fear, and the good, loving, happy, chant
ing, winged people in the sky had all gathered into a single, 
trembling ball.

Satan, still whimpering, choked out, “Dad, I can 
explain—”

“EXPLAIN WHAT? TIME AFTER TIME, 
YOU KIDS HAVE PROVEN TO ME THAT I 
CAN’T LEAVE YOU ALONE FOR A MINUTE. 
NOW GO HOME TO YOUR ROOMS!” God is really 
very good at this, thought Bob.

As soon as God had finished, Satan disappeared into 
the porch and all the people in the sky scuttled back into the 
clouds. God leaned over to Bob and whispered, “Wait until 
their mother hears about this.”

Bob chuckled. “Yeah, wait until their moth—Hey! 
Who’s their mother?” (This was an interesting develop
ment.)

“SHUT UP!” replied God, looking a little embar
rassed. “YOU DIDN’T HEAR IT FROM ME, OKAY?”

C8RETTE LIBRARY CARROLL GOLLEtit



“No problem,” replied Bob, still confused as ever. 
“If I may ask, what just happened here?”

“NOTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT, 
BOB—IT HAPPENS ALL THE TIME. AND DON’T 
WORRY, I’LL SEND A CHECK FOR THE PORCH.” 
With that, God vanished, and the neighborhood kicked back 
into action. Just like that

Bob took a deep breath and started inside to make 
himself another sandwich (hopefully not another explosive 
one). On his way in, he picked up a piece of exploded toma
to and threw it in the garbage can on his now-burnt porch. 
As he walked away, a voice from the garbage can said, 
“AND DON’T THINK I DIDN’T HEAR YOU SAY 
‘SHIT,’ BOB. I HEAR EVERYTHING.”

Edna found him an hour later passed out on the
lawn.

I’m not kidding.

Garrett Franz



'5:00 A.M.'

Stars, resting on the ground, twinkling, wink-ing, 
multi-colored lights waiting to be turned off by their sleepy 
owners. A dog barks at a midnight jogger and another 
dog in the distance returns the hello.

SILENCE...

A ringing from across the room disturbs my sleep, 
as I reach for the phone that isn't there, realiz-ing that it's 
my alarm clock. It's 5:00 A.M., time to study once more. 
The smell of coffee drifts through the room as I wrap a 
towel around and head for the showers.

Hot, steady, dancing on my back. "Wake UP!" I 
shout in my head. Gurgling into the cup, then from cup to 
mouth, time and time again, one mouthful after another. 
Shaking hands, burning tongue, light head, the caffeine 
takes effect.

Star rising on the horizon, waking those who 
turned out their own the night before.

Another day, another exam, paper, lecture. And 
when night comes again the resting stars will dot the 
landscape, distracting me from my cluttered desk to the 
window.

Will I ever finish?

Jim Gianotti



only through the pain is the bliss 
only through the slap is the kiss

with the changes come peace 
with frustration comes release

I am a contradiction in terms 
inside my body the soul squirms

finding the right path 
I have to feel the wrath

my indecision I bemoan 
my destination unknown

and with my focus so blurry 
here I find my deepest fury!

Mary Sanders

"The Vegetable Ballads"

Cantaloupe cantaloupe, 
Lost in space:
Gone from the garden, 
And into my face.

Artichoke, artichoke, 
Faster than time:
Lobbed from my hand 
To the face of a mime.

Kiwi fruit, kiwi fruit,
Alone in the world: 
'Cause no one is sure 
If you're a boy or a girl.



Rhubarb, rhubarb,
Unable to die:
Rose on the third day 
And is now in my pie.

Papaya papaya,
Finite and blue:
I once knew a horse 
Who was made into glue.

Mango, mango,
You sound like a verb:
What happens to a face 
When it impacts a curb.

Broccoli, broccoli,
Swifter than pie:
More loving than mother 
And quicker to die.

Cauliflower, cauliflower,
Gift of the Greeks:
I don't trust food from 
Toga-clad geeks.

Cucumber, cucumber,
Green hard, and lumpy:
If you were a dress 
You'd be homely and frumpy.

Pickle, pickle,
Long hot and tingly:
If you were a genius,
I'd name you Biff Swingley.

Biff Swingley



Coffee Break 101

The table is crammed with books, coffee cups and 
ashtrays filled with cigarette butts. Echoes of chatter flow 
around the table, unlike any I've heard before. A group of 
women students, older than traditional college-age, sit 
together in the student lounge between classes. We call the 
gathering Coffee Break 101.

Often, it's more than just an atmosphere of small 
talk; sometimes it's heavy conversation about whether or not 
God exists, sometimes it's simply passing on a joke, but 
mostly it's about the reality of being students, mothers, 
workers and women. We all have one thing in common—we 
are going to college to better our lives. Competition is not so 
much with other students as it is with ourselves and our 
pasts. The morning coffee break is a time for we women 
students to relax, study, collect our thoughts, or sound off a 
few of life's frustrations.

Most of the women who sit at the table have been 
through some kind of hell. Two are single parents taking a 
full load of classes and working part time. I don't know how 
these super women do it all without having nervous break
downs. I guess they're busy shuffling kids to and from day
care or school, fixing meals, earning a wage to supplement 
college loans, and doing homework until two o'clock in the 
morning.

One day a woman stomped up to the table. She flung 
her books to the floor, plunged her body into a chair and an
nounced, "Well, I just put a professor in his place! He said 
the acronym, OTA, really stands for 'odder-than-average.' I 
was pissed off! After class, I stopped to tell him about us 
'odder-than-average' students. He looked surprised when I 
told him that most of us are here because we got tired of 
minimum-wage jobs and abusive environments. I also told 
him these so-called 'odder' people had the courage to flee 
their personal hell and make an honorable attempt at bettering 
themselves and their kids' lives, and if we are odd, it's 
because we've survived a lot of bullshit in our lives."

The tension loosened from the angry woman's body 
as she sat back in her chair and took a long drag off her 
cigarette. She chuckled and said, "When I was through 
ranting and raving, he looked like he just got up from the



worst nightmare of his life. He apologized and said that from 
now on he would refer to OTAs as students and nothing 
else." The woman stamped out her cigarette, shook her 
head, laughed and said, "Jesus, I can be a real bitch at 
times."

The other women at the table laughed; yet underneath 
the laughter there seemed to be a quiet consensus about the 
truth of what she had said. We could identify with her truth 
because most of us have had pasts of unhealthiness, or like 
the latest buzz phrase, "we come from dysfunctional fami
lies." Most of us go to college because we finally got tired of 
trying to wash away the muddle and the ugly cycles of abuse 
from our lives.

One woman's former husband tormented her and 
their children for years. He dominated them with physical 
violence; he robbed them mentally and emotionally, and 
sexually violated them as well. Her courage broke the cycle 
of sick behavior, and today he spends his time in prison.

On the lighter side of Coffee Break 101, a woman 
who is usually reserved once told us her experience of work
ing in a hospital emergency room. One evening a man and 
his wife entered. The man held his groin in agony, and the 
woman clasped her hands on top of her head. The doctor 
looked puzzled when he saw the couple and asked them if 
they had been in a car wreck. They both said no. The doctor 
told them that he needed to know exactly what had happen
ed. The painful expression on the man's face turned sheep
ish when he began to speak.

"We were in the kitchen and became very amorous. 
My wife had an epileptic seizure when she was giving me 
head." The doctor realized that the seizure had caused the 
woman's jaw to lock; unfortunately, they locked onto her 
husband's penis while she was giving him oral sex. But the 
doctor still seemed perplexed and asked the woman if her 
seizure caused her head to hurt She looked at the doctor as 
if she was about to make a confession to a priest. She told 
him that her panic-stricken husband grabbed a frying pan 
and started hitting her head until her jaw unlocked.

The rest of us at the table were beyond astonishment. 
None of us could swallow our coffee because we couldn't 
stop laughing. The woman telling the story swore that it was 
true. Her face didn't reveal any suspicion, and the story



seemed too bizarre not to be true. Someone asked her if the 
husband and wife were okay. Apparently, the man's penis 
was intact but terribly bruised, and the woman didn't have a 
concussion.

One morning during the beginning of the semester 
there was a silent sadness around the table. We all noticed a 
woman sitting by herself; she had a faded but visible black 
eye. She had that familiar and desperate-searching counten
ance of a woman who was climbing out of the scorching fire 
of abuse, voicelessly asking herself if she was doing the 
right thing by going to college. A big, well-dressed woman 
stood up from our table, walked over to her and invited her 
to sit with us. The woman accepted and now sits regularly 
with us.

Coffee Break 101 is more than just a bitch session; 
it's about self-esteem, a sisterhood of talking and listening to 
each other. I call it "free group therapy," except for the pur
chase of a thirty-cent cup of coffee. Coffee Break 101 is a 
time and place for sharing thoughts, feelings, support, and 
humor. Here, at this table of communion, some of us wo
men students partake in a kind of solace away from the hec
tic pace of life. And for brief moments, we can embrace each 
other in the uncertain footsteps toward higher self-esteem 
and a better life.

Dundee Warden



"Tracks and Lines"

I've seen
Tracks and lines from
Sharp needles and dull razors.
In the mouth and up the nose out of
Rolling papers and rolled up bills. Seen 
Crossed tops and blotted paper,
Hard rocks and the Soft Parade with 
Suitcases full of cash and bags full of dust. Seen 
Payoffs and ripoffs, touched the 
Hot steel and cold eyes that are 
Undercover and over the edge,
Way too high and way too close and lie
Awake in the dark and asleep in the light waiting to
Burn through life and freeze to death.

Scott Zelenka

Whatever happened to the revolution 
Where's the new decade 
Why can't we just snap our fingers 
And have the mistakes fade

Whatever happened to the brave new world 
Where's the new frontier 
The kinder and gentler have gone 
Suddenly it's not so clear

Whatever happened to the American spirit 
Where did my heroes go 
Are we any closer to the answers 
Do we really want to know

Whatever happened to our beliefs 
Where's the golden rule to live by 
Why can't we live and let live 
Not live and let die

Jonothan Moore



“Betrayed”

Betrayed?
Not yet.
When?
Soon...
How do you know?
I don’t.
Then still betrayed?
Yes
When?
Soon...
Whom?
A friend.
A friend?
A friend.
Betrayed?
Yes
When?
Soon....
Betrayed?
Yes.
A friend?
Yes.
Soon?
Yes.
Why?
I don’t know.
But when?!
Soon....
Will things change? 
No.
Noll
No.
Betrayed?
Yes
When?
Always.

Tracy Koder



Behind The Wall: Part One

In the asylum, people tend to be more cautious 
than in the mediocre outside world. Within this blue tiled 
sanctuary of sedated sexuality and glazed-eye under
standing, sex serves a different purpose. There are no 
greased condoms, no vaginally inserted diaphragms, 
there is only discharge that stains the already dirty sheets 
and cakes the asylum issue clothes. Sex is for retreat, 
retreat from the balding authorities and the libido absent 
orderlies. The mops are in their closets, the medicine is in 
the cabinets, and I am in her, as we are in here. My name 
is Mark.

I can't clutch at her like a man but I can grab her 
breast and trace my nails against the side of her nipple. I 
can grope the dark of this wire meshed, window-shadow 
room and hope for a return. I have what every free man 
has, except for freedom. I have a penis, I have eyes, I 
have ears, and I have scars. She is all that I am, but she 
has a vagina. In the halls, just beyond the nurse station, 
are rooms that no one lives in. There are people in them, 
but they don't know the cold dampness of the walls, or the 
murky slime that lies beneath the toilet bowl. They can't 
even see through the windows out into the yard. In the 
yard there are inviting benches that no one sits on. They 
lay strapped to the bleached sheets under the bulbs and 
they... go on. But in the opposite direction of the nurse's 
station is the Room. That is where we meet in the dark 
and where we retreat like a memory into the dark caves of 
our own bodies. We touch the things we have, just like the 
free people. Her name is Jane.

Have you ever seen a wall with blood on it? Not 
fresh blood mind you, but old blood that belongs to peo
ple long since gone. I have. Behind the bolted TV set 
there is some. I creep over to look at it in the dull moon
light before I go to meet Jane in The Room. It helps. 
Sometimes, in the dark comers of the rec room, beyond 
all of the sick plastic chairs and stacks of puzzles, I see 
people masturbating. They don't notice me but I can smell 
them and taste them on my tongue. The blood doesn't 
ever come off the wall, I've tried. We are Mark and Jane.



I won't describe ourselves to you. Surely Jane 
won't either—she can't talk. What good is a description of 
someone you can't see? What we look like is where we 
are. We are here. We are mountains of drugs, tons of 
electric shocks, and hard and flaking plaster. We are 
invisible. Sure people can see us, but they see us differ
ently. So we use The Room to see ourselves. Naked is 
more than no clothes, it is that threadbare wire that hangs 
from the comer of the eating room ceiling. Naked is the 
taste of that bar they put in my mouth before I get treat
ment. Naked is the silence that sounds like moans. Naked 
is my fluid in her, shiny. We are Jane and Mark.

The asylum is quite big. It looks like a library I once 
went to. As books are to libraries, we are to asylums. The 
asylum has large doors with large locks, and it has pud
dles of urine on the floor. There are noises that I can hear 
sometimes when the place is quiet, from the outside. I 
think they are cars. No one visits here except to stay. Jane 
once talked. She stopped talking when her visit became a 
stay. She sometimes touches my chin when she comes 
and I slap the side of her flank; she smiles. The Room 
brings out the best in both of us. We are separate.

The doctors walk those long corridors in their long 
robes with their long syringes full of health. They look like 
robots. They don't smile or talk to you, unless it is when 
they are tightening the straps and telling you to be still. 
Have you ever been shocked by electricity? I am not par
tial to it. I shit my pants and forget the time and miss The 
Room. Jane must sit there like I do when she isn't there. I 
stare at the wash basin and listen to the water dribble out. 
When we are there together we have sex. Sex is no fun, 
it's retreat, don't forget that. I hate that sound the morning 
makes when we leave the room; the sound of the asylum 
waking up and the dead begin another day in this visit- 
stay. We are one.

INTERLUDE ONE

"Jane," I stare not at her when I say this. There is 
shit on the floor. She sees it too.

"I have to go. You know, right? right? right?" She 
answers by banging her head against a wall. Her move



ment stirs up the flies. They land on our food. The food is 
the color of Jane's hair, brown. Same color every meal, 
every day. I've made a happy face in the brown mush with 
my plastic spoon. No knives, heavens no.

"You should stop that. The orderly will stop you if 
you don't." Actually, they will rape her too and blame it on 
others. The Room will have to wait. In any case she stops, 
but now she gets on the green carpet and lies face down.

"Do you want me to leave?" It sounds hollow, like 
the intercom. The others pay no attention, most are out
side. Of themselves, I mean. The shit just sits there, next to 
Jane.

"Jane, you know that I'm leaving? Well... see you 
tonight, The Room, I guess." She makes me mad. She 
doesn't even care. The blood on her forehead from hitting 
the wall is on the green carpet. It reminds me of behind 
the T.V. We are free.

Behind The Wall: Part Two

Today I'm not well. They picked up the shit, and 
Jane. She went to another room. The doctors wear gloves 
there and they prod you. They touch the free parts and 
make them swollen. Jane was there. I just sat in the 
Room, listening to the dribbles. A bug sat next to me. I 
pulled its wings off. I wonder if the bug saw the shit? No 
matter, Jane probably didn't either. I smashed the bug. I 
think of those empty rooms, full of people. They must feel 
something, see something. Those benches outside, who 
will ever sit on them? I want to, with Jane. I don't think it 
will happen. We are trapped.

Today I watch for Jane. Like free people say, a 
"no-show." I think it was more than swollen free parts. I 
think it was the electricity. The wall by the nurse's station 
has a new window, but it looks into a room. No outside, 
just a chair and a lamp. It has the same frame as the win
dows that watch the benches outside. No one sits on 
them. I mentioned that. The guy down the hall from me 
pooshed today. Just slid out from under his door like melt
ed jell-o and pooshed like a ripe tomato. He found a real 
knife, not a plastic one. His visitstay is over. He never 
stopped talking though, like Jane. I miss her and the water



doesn't dribble anymore. So I stare at the cement floor. It 
reflects my face. Jane is gone.

Three days later she shows. She is a no-person, a 
strap-person. I go to the blood behind the T.V. It isn't 
there. I want to retreat, to taste the juices before they cake 
my face. Jane doesn't seem to remember The Room, or 
me. She goes, though, and I lead. The blue tile shines ne
on, like dead eels. The door opens and no dribbles. Jane 
just lays there and doesn't touch my chin, so I smack her 
face. The blood looks like runny popsicles. Things are 
changing too fast. I want the retreat back. I want the blood.
I want the shit. The Room is so small. Mark is gone.

INTERLUDE TWO

"The lights are dim, then bright, then dim—do you 
know what that means? Jane, do you know what they are 
going to do to you?"

No answer.
"The Room. You used to like it. Do you remember 

the penis, the vagina? The Room is what you need. I don't 
want you to get hurt."

No answer.
"Behind that door is the bar, and the switch (light 

dim, light bright, light dim). Don't talk, just show the free 
part, for me. That crackle, it will touch you. I'm not partial to 
it."

No answer.
"There are the stains, one shit brown, one blood 

red—do you remember (light dim, light bright, light dim)? 
My eyes hurt from crying."

The wall doesn't answer me and the energy sur
ges from behind the door. The Room is silent. Jane and 
Mark are gone.

Mark Porrovecchio



the light1

Light above 
soft and broad 
a white flame 
between ridged 
plastic panels 
shared by dead 
spiders and flies 
casting sad six 
and eight-legged 
shadows across the 
room where wood- 
grain planks on 
the walls are 
dark and fake 
stealing, swallowing 
the light from 
the spiders and 
flies making 
morning into night.

Under the spiders . 
the world waits 
a lonely machine 
no sun no 
life just a
computer screen on 
the table calling 
to the spiders 
telling diem 
be glad they’re 
dead there’s no 
promises in the 
room outside where 
light comes and 
goes and spiders 
and flies die 
outside the light 
not with it.

Garrett Franz



'Soda Jerk”

Everyone I have known has liked pop. Well,
Almost everyone—the people who haven’t 
I really haven’t known well—-but I wish 
I had. They seem open and caring people 
Who don’t like that sugary syrup saturated 
With Caffeine and Chemicals—maybe they just 
Look beyond that sweet water—finding 
Nothing. Everybody else likes the bright 
Colors of a pop can—Maroon, apple red, lime green 
And white.

You don’t see brown, grey, or black—Do 
You? Made in factories that rough up the 
Cool frothy liquid into a compressed shiny 
Container that attracts and lures like a 
Small inexpensive prostitute—but it is 
Untouched from filthy hands—just looking 
For the soft paw that it will be able to 
Trust with its aluminumness. It calls out 
Saying “Drink Me”—a naive Alice in 
Wonderland who can never find the right

Amount of potion to drain into wanton lips— 
Thinking it needs love and acceptance in 
Its new landscape—inside deep I think 
It wants to scream “Stay Away” Really 
Wanting to be unfingerprinted. Staying in 
The freezing unit can be so hard, though 
Since warm fingers seduce so easily that fluid 
That pushes against confining walls until 
Someone snaps the tab of the silvery virgin 
Pop!!

Obviously no longer a cherry coke, but wanting 
To be later—wishing its sharp shiny cutting 
Edge would have sliced the draining rapist’s 
Hand who wants nothing more than a cool 
Drink. Water or coffee would have been 
Better—no chastity involved—Faultless 
Cans crushed for Sweet Shame. But its lover 
Drinks rapturously gulping with her throat 
Bobbing like a cheery Halloween apple



Floating in a water-filled tub that removes 
All the reveler’s makeup—Revealing much 
More for a moment. But needing the prize that 
one gets after clutching the Granny Smith 
Between yellowing teeth that later wished 
They would have clutched their lover’s neck instead. 
And BURP
GONE
Crumpling the dilapidated thing of beauty,
Once, just satiating her vampiric appetites—
Like a painting by Edward Munch—draining 
Dry, throwing away, or recycling 
But definitely forgetting.

"Letting Go"

Merely two confused souls on a 
Secretly stolen SAGA tray

Tripping recklessly down 
The tormentuous hill.

Both attempting the 
Impossible balance

Between helping
And being helped,

Usually uncertain of
Who was helping whom.

But still they cling 
Desperately to their

Sole safety— 
Each other.

Until finally they slow and
Eventually

stop.
And one holds on 
As the other gets up.

Trina Greenup



Editor’s Note: The following is a reaction to Ann Hodgman’s 
essay, “No Wonder They Call Me A Bitch,” in which the narrator 
claims to have spent an entire week eating nothing but dog food.

Who is the audience for Ann Hodgman’s essay, “No Wonder 
They Call Me A Bitch?” Do they care what dog food tastes like?

These were the questions I asked myself when I started 
reading this essay. But when I looked at the periodical and rea
lized it was first published in Spy, I decided this magazine was for 
men who were spies having to live on dog food while on the run. 
Maybe they carried C-rations of little round Gaines-burgers in 
their knapsacks. Was this the reason the editors picked this 
essay—their audience ate dog food occasionally out of sheer 
necessity? Maybe the author is a culinary expert in spy disguise.

Although I think the magazine is slanted towards men, I 
somehow got the impression from the tone of the essay that the 
author is a woman. I wondered what it was that made me feel the 
essay’s tone was feminine and decided it was the author’s 
squeamishness over a grey vein trailing from a hunk of meat. 
Maybe I thought the author was a woman because I am a woman 
and have often wondered what dog food tastes like as I scoop it 
out for my dog.

When I moved out of my parents’ home and into my own, I 
bought Gaines-burgers for my dogs because I thought the pack
ages looked nice, neat, and civilized. I even found myself want
ing to try them, but I never had the courage. It wasn’t eating the 
animal by-products that bothered me, (we’ve all heard stories 
about hotdogs), but it was the idea of eating dog food that re
volted me.

I grew up eating what people now call by-products. With our 
family ties to the farm, and a great-grandfather who was a German 
butcher, in our house every part of the animal was used. We ate 
and enjoyed boiled and scrambled brains, fried heart, liver and 
onions, pickled tongue, skinned and picked pigs’ feet, chicken 
feet soup, headcheese made from the facial meat of cows and 
pigs, sausages made from cleaned out intestinal casings, and 
sugared blood puddings.

I could go on, but I’m sure you’re probably gagging by now. 
So was the audience gagging in this story? I was. I was eating a 
peanut butter and jelly sandwich about the time I started reading 
Hodgson’s essay. I had to quit eating. I almost threw up. Those 
spies must have iron stomachs.

Mary Aldea Bell



“Cellophane Fantasies #3”

2 B, or not 2 B: or 2 not B, then stop:
Or maybe just be for a while, and do it again:
These are the questions:
Whether *tis cooler to be a bump on a pickle
Or a hair on a frozen horse,
And by opposing vend them? To barasticate: to discomboobulate;
No more; and by a discomboobulation of a dead friend
The sporadic frenzy of a thousand putrid toads
Mocking a desert breeze, “tis a consummation
Devoutly to be topped with cheese. To schongricize, to undo flies:
To sleep: to bottle small mice
In the eternity of my uncharted fireman, (rub-a-dub-dub)
For when the avocado’s gestation supercedes its morality,
We have faced a plethora of prenuptial platypussessesses,
Must beckon an unchaste Bar Mitzvah of thirsty surfers:
There’s the ladies anti-perspirant that makes pH balance

so dam special;
For who would wear fake lips and horns at the same time,
And frabricate half-truths of unkept mangos jurisdiction,
Therefore; undermining the papal asparagus-smoking fettish, 
Disrobing the belittled Jojo birds and their globular cattle markers 
Making for untidy bedclothes; and scornful pustules.
With a bare bodkin? Who would bears fondle,
To grunt and sweat and wheeze and spit and cough up phlegm 
And reinstitute the founding principles of Jacksonian Democracy 
And scream at the threshold of his pancreas,
“Oh, Go! Don’t microwave those fishsticks!!!”
And recalls to mind the most unfortunate up-bringing of

Henry David Thoreau,
Who once said, “Got change for a thirty? Cool.”
Thus Nicol Williamson rolfes upon the Bard of
Forty-eleven tiny, shivering, furry Postmasters General,
Is made oogley with the help of fruit bats long past,
And coaxes the pus from the youth’s ambiguous nostril,

(the left one)
With this fortification in prime, mustard methodology
And peruse my caticlaction. —Soft you now!
But give me time... Nymph gazing dryly upon peerless 

onomatopoeia,
CONJUGATE THIS!

Biff Swingley



Hello, my fellow Zealots. Well, it seems that time has not 
ebbed your passion over the ages. You are all like a wild 
brush fire, but unfortunately my friends, that same fire has 
a history of destroying everything in its path...

"Confessions of Barabbas" by Trinity Erickson

I still remember that dark and dingy cell. Diseased 
rats scurried everywhere and I was cold, starving, and 
nearly suffocating on my own waste, waiting, waiting for 
my execution.

"Insurgent".... "Murderer" they have labeled me. I 
killed a Roman soldier in an uprising to show my people 
that we wanted the bastards out. They were the murder
ers. They were the ones that killed our children, raped our 
women and put idols in our temples. Tell me, wouldn't 
even God on high punish such arrogance? Now I was to 
be sacrificed for such a noble deed. I was not a criminal, I 
was a patriot.

Then they came for me. Two burly soldiers 
grabbed me by the arms and I cursed, spit, and fought 
futilely to get away but they said, "Relax, Barabbas, your 
people may set you free. It is Passover and either you or 
Jesus of Nazareth will be released."

Jesus? What crime had he committed against 
Rome? I had seen him speak several times in Jerusalem. 
He spoke with such authority, of a coming kingdom for 
Israel, and he held the people in the palm of his hand! I 
was very moved after one of his speeches and I came up 
to him and said, "Jesus, I believe you are the anointed 
one come to purge Israel of its bloody oppressors. I have 
several men who are willing to spill their blood in order to 
make you king. Whatever your bidding, my master, I will 
lay down my own life to bring it to completion."

Instead of looking at my loyalty with gratitude, 
however, there was sadness in his eyes.

"Barabbas, my kingdom is not of this world. It will 
not be brought about by force, but by love." And he went 
on to say, "This is my bidding of you. Love your enemies, 
do good to those who persecute you, and come, follow 
me. I could use your passion."



That was the last time I ever spoke to Jesus again. 
He was a wretched idealist and if we were to follow him, 
we would all be led to some permissive slaughter. How 
ironic that it was either him or me to be released on this 
day. Well, the people needed me.

I was led to the Court of the Pavements, over
looking a sea of frothing people, and then I saw him. He 
was bleeding from virtually every comer of his body, 
where the cat-o'-nine tails had ripped out hunks of his 
flesh with its ends of rock, bone, and broken pottery. Upon 
his head was a crown fashioned out of old Judean thorns, 
six inches long, driven into his scalp. He was weeping...

"So, Jesus, the ones who did this to you, these are 
the ones we are supposed to love?"

Before he could reply, the trumpets bellowed and 
Pilate addressed the crowd, "Out of his benevolence, 
Caesar has decided to grant you Passover tradition and 
free one of your people sentenced to death. Whom shall 
your choose, Barabbas, a murderer and a disrupter of the 
peace, or Jesus, a man in whom I can find no fault?"

Instantly the crowd burst into an entranced frenzy.
"Barabbas! Give us Barabbas!"
You should have seen the look on Pilate's face as 

he and the guards flinched.
"Barabbas! We want Barabbas!"
"We can't let him go!" the guards shouted to Pilate. 

"He's a murderer!"
"Barabbas!"
"But what about Jesus?" Pilate pleaded.
"Crucify!" the people shouted back.
"But what crime has this man committed?"
"Crucify!!"
"Why?"
"CRUCIFY!!"
I was freed! The people hoisted me upon their 

shoulders and screamed out my name, "Barabbas! He is 
the King of the Jews!" "Barabbas! He will lead us!" 
"Barabbas! God on high is on his side!"

We followed in a giant mob after Jesus, who had 
just been burdened with a two-hundred-pound cross, and 
we all rejoiced. "Let this be a sacrifice to our old way of
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thinking!" I thought. ''No longer will we allow ourselves to 
be under the heel of those who try to dominate us!"

We made it to the top of Skull Hill just in time to 
see the first nail pierce into Jesus' flesh, splintering his 
bones into the wood, and with every swing of the hammer 
was a blood-curdling cry. When they finished nailing him 
down, four soldiers hoisted up the cross, then slammed it 
down into a post hole, jarring nearly every one of his 
bones out of its socket. It was gruesome, and I became 
infuriated. Jesus would have been such a powerful ally if 
he would have subscribed to my way of thinking, but this 
message of love made him an enemy to us even fiercer 
than Rome itself.

"Where is your kingdom now, Jesus? Where is it?"
I jabbed. "If you want to be king then save yourself!" I spit 
on the ground before him. "Pointless!"

But amidst all of the insults that we were hurling at 
him, and amidst all of the excruciating pain, Jesus stood 
on his pierced heels and cried out, "Father... forgive them, 
they don't know what they're doing!"

Forgive? Forgive? "How dare you!" I screamed. 
"No, I will not accept such forgiveness!"

Then, as if in a sign of victory, he stood up again 
and shouted like a peal of thunder,

"It is finished!"
He went limp. It was over....
Suddenly, someone cried, "Surely this was the 

Son of God!"
I searched the faces to see who would said such a 

thing. It was... a Roman! A pig, devil!...with tears on his 
face, human?

All of the words of the day came rushing through 
me like a flood, "Barabbas, he is the King of the Jews... 
Barabbas, he will lead us. We want Barabbas," and I be
gan to loathe the sound of my own name.

"Barabbas, my kingdom is not of this world. It will 
not be brought about by force, but by love..."

"Crucify!"
"What crime has this man committed?"
"Crucify!"
"Why?"
"CRU—"



Then I realized, possibly more than anyone in the 
history of humanity, that Jesus, the King of the Jews, had 
died in my place....

II Bird"

Why should I write today? I could write today be
cause there's a bird in the library. No kiddn'. He's been 
flapping around for two days in a panic among the dusty 
old copies of Psychology Today and literary criticisms of 
Oscar Wilde. He's just one of those small clay-colored 
creatures, most likely a swallow; not the yellow and green 
canary you'd want caged in the family room, but just the 
type of bird that gets himself caught in a college library for 
two days.

I wonder what he did last night, perched on one of 
those cold uncomfortable chairs; could he sleep, or did he 
stay awake listening to his little heart beat in the dark, 
moving every now and again just to assure himself that he 
was still alive? In either case, he probably stayed close to 
a window, staring out at the world that used to be his, con
fused; hell, he may have even tried to fly through one of 
those cruel invisible shields that can keep birds in just as 
effectively as they can keep them out. It's a wonder he 
survived to see today. But he did.

And when I came in tonight and he first tried his 
dive bomber routine on me, I laughed. There was a god- 
dammed bird in the library, that's hilarious. But now it 
makes me kind of sad; not the usual selfish depression, 
but that empty tug that can only come from seeing small 
children or animals hurt.

Sitting here, trying to remember why it is I want to 
write, and wondering what is so different between myself 
and that bird that my cathedral could be his prison, I'm 
haunted by Shakespeare and his Hamlet's insistence that 
he "could be bound in a nutshell and count” himself “a 
king of infinite space." I considered sharing the thought 
with the bird, but somehow I think the point would be lost; 
he would never unwind on the couch with a copy of The



Ornithologist's Digest or crack open the house copy of 
1001 Bird Calls. Hamlet makes me feel better, though, be
cause the more I consider my own limitations, the more I 
come to realize that the most difficult cages I've yet to 
escape are those I've locked myself.

And as I sit here, again asking myself why I attempt 
to capture my thoughts on paper, the ambivalence ga
thers, and the door eases closed. I know what I want is 
there, that forever-sought IMPORTANT REVELATION, but 
I remain perched on my chair looking at it from the inside. 
And I become positive that any nutshell has to be more 
comfortable than this; perhaps a nice Macadamian casing 
that would allow room for both my elbows and my nose, 
and once settled, could serve as a cradle for my retreating 
ego. But I guess I'm missing Hamlet's point, too, because 
my greatest difficulty as a beginning writer is getting over 
the idea that I am Writing. By elevating the task to a state 
near creation of the planet, my thoughts make the task 
confining even before I start; I make it a prison instead of a 
library.

I see they've got the bird out into the foyer now; 
two students managed to shoo him out with brooms, but 
now he's hiding in the high-beamed ceiling. He's too 
scared to realize how close to freedom he is, but I 'spose 
if they don't kill him, he'll get out.

Colleen Kennedy



Opening

Nothing now do I know
about the anxious brow
rumpling at me from
a circled silver pane—
brown eyes once timed
as sap jogging under
treebark turnpikes every spring,
now white crackling whispers dwarfed by
dense drumrolls overhead.

When the umbra yawns, the sudden moon 
sharpens no penciling rays to draw 
travelers a path to trace—sorry 
Explorers should drop lanterns 
to trail scarce-
scented footprints in the dark 
with stubbed noses, 
like long-necked hounds 
of facial drapery.

Though leashes don’t let them paw 
at chinks for footholds, sometimes 
stray senses scratch
a hidden, ivy-itching barricade 
of dusty bracken-hinged squeaks— 
poor pooches play dead, 
dozing beneath a
gateless locked
forgotten
fence.

Andrea Waitt



“Very well, very well, Master Elrond,” 
said Bilbo suddenly, “say no more! It is 
plain enough what you are pointing at.

Bilbo the silly hobbit started this affair, 
and Bilbo had better finish it, or himself. 

I was very comfortable here, and getting 
on with my book. If you want to know, I am 

just writing an ending for it. I had thought 
of putting: and he lived happily ever after

wards to the end of his days. It is a good 
ending, and none the worse for having 

been used before. Now I shall have to alter 
that: it does not look like coming true; and 

anyway there will evidently be several 
more chapters, if I live to write them.

It is a frightful nuisance....

“I understand now... Don’t adventures 
ever have an end? I suppose not. 
Someone always has to carry on 
the story. I wonder if it’s any good 

trying to finish my book?”

J.R.R. Tolkien, The Fellowship of the Ring
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